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ABSTRACT
Various applications and business models for distributing digital content over open networks demand for licenses to control usage of the content and restrict access to it by authorized entities only. Of particular interest are stateful licenses that allow usage for a fixed time period or fixed number of times.

However, existing solutions using stateful licenses are vulnerable to various attacks, particularly on open computing platforms that are under consumers’ control who can run exploits as well as reconfigure the underlying operating system. In this context replay attacks play an important role, since the state of common storage (e.g., hard-disks and flash memory) can easily be reset to some prior state bypassing access control mechanisms or breaking cryptographic protocols that keep state. Hence content providers tend to inflexible static licenses and closed DRM systems that mainly provide unilateral security, i.e., protect the needs of content providers and not of consumers.

In this paper we present a security architecture that enables the secure deployment and transfer of stateful licenses on open computing platforms while protecting the security objectives of both users and providers. We show how to implement this security architecture efficiently by means of virtualization technology, a security kernel, trusted computing functionality, and a legacy operating system (currently Linux). Moreover, our system extends the TCG chain of trust concept to arbitrary composed (trusted) domains, i.e., our architecture measures and reports the configuration of only those software components that are security-critical for a certain operation at certain time.
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1. MOTIVATION
E-commerce applications for trading digital goods over open networks are becoming increasingly appealing. In this context techniques for secure distribution and usage of digital goods, where a license defines the owner’s rights to consume (access, use) the data linked to this license, are crucial.

A particular license type are stateful licenses which allow the use of rights for a fixed time period, e.g., for n days, or for a fixed quantity, e.g., for n times.

A few e-business applications already employ such (mostly proprietary) stateful licenses to sell certain digital goods for limited use. Important references are video-on-demand services or online video rentals [8, 47, 29] that use stateful licenses to enable flexible pay-per-view scenarios. Various digital music stores [3] use stateful licences to control the maximum number of analogue copies allowed. Moreover, some software vendors already employ stateful licenses to offer trial versions that allow users to test a software for a limited time or allow a limited number of executions [25, 59]. Stateful licenses enable new promising pay-per-use software business models.

In addition, one can think of other interesting applications using stateful licences to enforce policies: For instance sensitive user data such as email correspondence or identity information is being stored on remote servers today. Often the users are not fully aware of the data traces they leave on remote servers. In other cases users have to provide some personal information in order to use a service. However, users must have the right and be able to decide and limit the usage of this information by any third party (e.g., service provider). Another application is when digital music stores allow their customers for instance to hear a track two times for free before offering the acquisition of a license for unlimited access. Stateful licences can also enforce one-time access to sensitive data. Thus, for instance a company can prevent their employees from making unauthorized copies or forwarding of sensitive content that could leak information to its competitors.

Another important issue beside the secure usage of stateful licenses is the secure transfer of licenses among different platforms. This includes also secure lending or selling (sub-)licenses to other individuals without requiring the interaction of the licensor. In this context the license itself describes the conditions under which a transfer of the content, it is attached to, is authorized. For example, the licensor would not be allowed to freely copy the content, but would instead be allowed to move it to certain devices without Internet connectivity. Such resale and sub-licensing is
commonly considered acceptable use, yet unlike the "offline" transaction, usually requires interaction with the licensor.

However, managing and enforcing stateful licenses on open platforms is particularly vulnerable to various threats such as unauthorized access, misuse, and illegal redistribution of the content to be protected [24, 49, 50]. Open platforms are under the control of their owners, who can attack and circumvent even sophisticated protection mechanisms by running exploits and reconfiguring the underlying operating system. Particularly replay attacks set the platform state (e.g., hard-disks and flash memory) and thus a stateful license to a prior state and circumvent security mechanisms. This can be done for instance by ordinary backup mechanisms or by applying software tools [11] that log all storage modifications to easily revoke these modifications for reuse of a license.

Consequently, content providers use tamper-resistant hardware devices like dongles [30] or smartcards [4] to securely store a small amount of data to protect their assets. The use of external devices, however, cannot guarantee the integrity of the operating system and a proper behavior of applications since debugging utilities and other manipulations of the operating system or applications frequently allow users to bypass security mechanisms. 2

Thus, content providers currently tend to inflexible static licenses and closed DRM systems. The problem with closed DRM systems, such as [16, 28], is that they mainly provide unilateral security protecting the needs of content providers and usually not consumers. Moreover, common DRM systems do not provide adequate stateful licenses and thus heavily restrict users’ rights, e.g., by preventing them from transferring licenses (that includes license moving, resale or renting).

1.1 Main Contribution & Outline
In this paper we present a security architecture that enables secure enforcement of stateful licenses on open computing platforms and secure license transfers among platforms while protecting the security objectives of users and providers. To the best of our knowledge there currently exists no solution that is capable of enforcing stateful licenses on open platforms while providing security functionalities allowing to establish multilateral security. We show how our architecture can efficiently be implemented using existing virtualization and trusted computing technology. In contrast to existing solutions, our system architecture measures and reports the configuration of only those software components that are security-critical for a certain operation, instead of reporting the configuration of all currently running software components that clearly affect user’s privacy.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.2 we summarize related work. We then define in Section 2 an ideal system model for distributed content access that satisfies our stated security objectives of the involved parties. Going towards the real world we replace the ideal model in Section 3 by several logical components that are implemented by real software components of a first prototype implementation based on a small security kernel, virtualization technology and trusted computing technology (Section 4).

1.2 Related Work
Shapiro and Vingralek [45, 50] identified the replay problem in client platforms that are completely under the control of the user. The authors proposed to manage persistent states using external locker services or assumed a small amount of secure memory (i.e., that cannot be read or written by an attacker) and secure one-way counters realized by battery-backed SRAM or special on-chip EEPROM/ROM functions.

Tygar and Yee [53] elaborate on applications of physically secure coprocessors, including enforcement of static and dynamic licenses without centralized servers. They show how to protect and attest the integrity of their system with the help of a secure coprocessor and a secure bootstrap process. In addition, protocols for sealing of data to a local platform and binding of data to a remote platform are presented. They identify the replay problem in the context of electronic currency and propose "two-phase" commits to ensure atomic transfers to remote platforms. The proposed architecture relies on a microkernel which is running in a physical security partition provided by the secure coprocessor. This is different to our approach which is based on a virtualization layer offering logical security partitions (" compartiments ").

Marchesini et al. [22] use OS hardening to create "software compartments" which are isolated from each other and cannot be accessed by a "root spy". Based thereon, their design provides "compartmentalized attestation", i.e., attestation of and binding data to single compartments. Our approach does not employ OS hardening techniques to secure a complex monolithic legacy OS. Instead we put the legacy OS in a compartment which is then run on top of a virtualization layer. The performance loss is negligible, but the increase in security is not, since the virtualization layer is much less complex than a monolithic OS kernel.

Baek and Smith [6] build on this work and implement a prototype for enforcing QoS policies on open platforms.

Publicly available documentation on both DRM implementations of Microsoft Windows Rights Management Services [27] and Authentica Active Rights Management [5] do not mention how they resist replay attacks. Once a client application is authorized to access a document, it can backup and restore its state to entirely access all documents at backup time.

The same holds for common DRM implementations for digital contents (audio, video, ebooks, software), e.g., Microsoft’s Windows Media Rights Management [59], Apple’s FairPlay [5] and Real Network’s Helix DRM [59], all providing proprietary stateful licenses.
Moreover, most of these solutions are closed software and cannot be verified for inherent security flaws. Some affect the entire host security [24] or violate user privacy [46]. Many could be continuously broken [50, 49], and provide license transfers only to some selected devices owned by the user. This point clearly contradicts the first sale doctrine: The licensor should be allowed to transfer legally obtained digital content without permission or interaction of the licensee.

Another approach uses small-value or short-term sub-licenses based on a single source license to transfer rights. Examples are transient licenses [35], rechargeable tokens [17], or tracking files [20]. Since users of these systems always have full control over the platform storage, they can easily backup their (sub-)licenses and restore them after expiration.

In [12, 44], the authors propose an operating system extension that attests an integrity measurement (a SHA-1 digest over all executed content) based on a cryptographic coprocessor. The proposed architecture allows a content provider to remotely verify the integrity of software and data of a client platform. Since this approach measures all executed content, i.e., also non-security-critical and private content, this procedure gives a content provider user’s overall platform configuration. Since delivering the complete platform configuration reveals a lot of additional information not required for license enforcement this would clearly conflict with the least privilege security property, thus affecting users privacy. On the other hand, the content provider can attest always only the last platform configuration given and is not able to predict future configuration. To detect potential replay attacks the content provider would furthermore have to request and store client measurement logs repeatedly. Besides the necessary online connectivity, a client could still apply replay attacks between two measurements.

The Enforcer project alias The Bear [21, 23] tried to realize freshness using the (non-volatile) data integrity register (DIR) of the TCG specification version 1.1b [54]. Writing to a DIR requires owner authorization, reading can be done by anyone. However, this approach cannot be used to enforce stateful licenses since the platform owner can still backup and restore the DIR storage.

New processor architectures like AEGIS [48] and XOM [18] provide secure in-process storage that cannot be reset by unauthorized entities. Although it seems possible to use these processor architectures as a basis for protecting the freshness of information, we chose another solution which builds on (cheaper) commercial-off-the-shelf components.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND OBJECTIVES
We start our consideration with an ideal system model for distributed content access.4 It represents the desired environment in which the security objectives of all involved parties are satisfied by definition. In later sections we go towards real world by replacing this ideal system in Section 3 with several logical components followed by the realization of these components by software components in Section 4.

2.1 Terms and Definitions
We define a compartment as a software component that is logically isolated from other software components. The configuration of a compartment unambiguously describes the compartment’s I/O behavior based on its initial state $S_0$ and its set of state transitions that convey a compartment from state $S_t$ to state $S_{t+1}$. Moreover, we distinguish secure, trusted, and plain communication channels between compartments. Plain channels transfer data without providing any security property. Secure channels ensure confidentiality and integrity of the communicated data as well as the authenticity5 of the endpoint compartment. Trusted channels are secure channels that additionally validate the configuration of the endpoint compartment. Finally, integrity of information obtained from a channel or compartment is provided, if any modification is at least detectable.

2.2 Ideal System Model
The main parties involved are providers (licensors) and users (licensees). We consider a provider as the representative party for rights-holders whereas the user represents consumers of digital content. As depicted in Figure 1 the provider distributes digital content (e.g., software, media files, etc.) and the corresponding license. The license defines the usage-rights (e.g., copy, play, print, etc.) applicable to the content. The content is issued by an authorized instance (licensor) confirming non-repudiability that certain usage-rights on certain content are granted to some party6. Here, a license describes the usage-rights that its owner holds and the prerequisites to consume (access, use) the contents linked to this license. The user consumes the content according to the license where the consumption is managed by the underlying platform as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 1. In the ideal model the platform is an abstract black box which is trusted by all other parties. The usage-rights can be defined in rights expression languages such as XrML7 or ODRL8 and are digitally signed by the licensor. We distinguish two types of licenses, static licenses and stateful licenses. While the state of a static license remains unmodified when used, that of a stateful license may change during its utilization.

The involved parties have only limited trust in each other. In our ideal system model the platform is fully trusted by both user and provider to act correctly.

In Figure 1 we also made the next step by replacing the abstract platform by two logical compartments the Trusted Policy Enforcer and the Trusted Storage Provider instead of the platform as an abstract. These compartments are strongly isolated from each other and communicate over trusted channels.

4We do not consider payment channels or content distribution details such as content provision or license generation here. System models for complete DRM systems can be found in [12, 38].

5A compartment’s authenticity could be an alias or a temporary compartment identifier.

6A formal treatment of rights, licenses and transactions on rights can be found, e.g., in [1].

7www.xrml.org

8www.odrl.net
Figure 1: The ideal system model.

The Trusted Policy Enforcer (TPE) incorporates the usage-rights management and content rendering. The provider uses the trusted channel distribute[] to transfer content and licenses to TPE. On request of the user via request[], a usage-right is retrieved and the content is rendered according to this right using the trusted output channel render[]. TPE correctly maintains its state using the trusted channels store[] and load[] provided by the trusted storage.

The Trusted Storage Provider (TSP) provides the interfaces store[] and load[] to store and load data objects persistently ensuring confidentiality, integrity, availability and particularly freshness. Note, user and provider trust TSP only indirectly, i.e., by establishing a trusted channel to TPE. TPE will only be trusted if it has verified TSP to be trusted by establishing a trusted channel to TSP.\(^9\)

### 2.3 Security Objectives

In the following we define the overall security objectives of users and providers that our system architecture has to achieve for our distributed content access.

\begin{enumerate}
  \item **License integrity:** Unauthorized alteration of licenses must be infeasible. Both user and provider require this, since a license defines a contract between user and provider that must not be altered without mutual approval.
  \item **Licenses unforgeability:** Unauthorized issuance of licenses must be infeasible. Only authorized parties (rights-holder) are allowed to issue new usage-rights. This prevents creation of illegal, unauthorized licenses.
  \item **License enforcement:** The license must be enforced upon acceptance. This is required by the licensor that the user can access and use the content only according to user-rights provided by the license. Otherwise, users could violate a contract with a provider. However, a license should be enforced only when the user as accepted it.
  \item **License availability:** Legally obtained licenses can be used at any time. This especially requires precautions with regard to physical and/or logical failures, as a result of the poor experiences with hitherto existing dongles and smartcards solutions.
  \item **Privacy:** Usage of licenses must not violate privacy policies. The user’s privacy policy must be protected when performing transactions on licenses. This includes that the overall system enforces least privilege such that components not under full control of the user, collect, store, and redistribute user’s private information only to the extent required for license enforcement and with user’s consent.
\end{enumerate}

\(O_6\) **Freshness:** Any information obtained should be new, i.e., received or retrieved information is the last one sent or stored.

### 2.4 Required Security Properties

In order to fulfill the overall security objectives we consider in the following the essential properties which are assumed to be given in the ideal system model (in Section 2.2). In Section 3 and Section 4 we show how one can provide respectively implement these properties.

\(R_1\) **Trusted channels:** The underlying platform provides trusted channels between compartments to enable a party to verify a compartment’s configuration in order to determine the compartment’s trustworthiness.

\(R_2\) **Strong isolation:** The underlying platform ensures that compartments are isolated from each other, i.e., compartments cannot access the states of other compartments.

\(R_3\) **Trusted storage:** A trusted storage provider TSP provides confidentiality, integrity, freshness and availability of data persistently stored.

### 2.5 Usage and Transfer of Licenses

Based on our ideal system model and the assumptions, this section describes the general functionality of our architecture with regard to obtaining, usage and transferring of stateful licenses. The main platform components involved in these transactions are illustrated in Figure 1.

**Obtaining licenses:** The first scheme describes how a license \(l\) (and the corresponding content \(c\)) is obtained by the platform component TPE responsible for enforcing it. We assume that the license negotiation phase has already been completed (outside our model).

1. The user requests the provider the (negotiated) license \(l\) from the provider and the respective content (if necessary, i.e., if the user does not already has the protected content).
2. The provider establishes a remote trusted channel to TPE (to verify that the configuration of TPE is conform to his security policy). Then the provider distributes \(l\) and the respective content (if necessary) to TPE.
3. TPE stores \(l\) and the corresponding content on TSP using a local trusted channel (thus verifying trustworthiness of TSP).

**Using stateful licenses:** The following scheme is an abstract description of how the content and the corresponding license are secured managed by TPE.

---
\(^9\) Since TPE communicates with TSP over a trusted channel, it can be central or distributed, e.g., located at user-side, at provider-side, or realized by a trusted third party TTP.
1. The user requests TPE for a usage-right on a content.
2. TPE loads from TSP a license \( l \) that covers the requested usage-right.
3. If all conditions for the corresponding usage-right are fulfilled, TPE updates the corresponding subset of state variables within \( l \), stores the changed \( l \) using TSP again, and invokes the content rendering.

**Transferring licenses**: We describe a secure transfer protocol of a license (and the corresponding content) between a source platform (transferor) TPE\(_s\) to a destination platform (transferee) TPE\(_d\).

1. The user requests TPE\(_s\) to transfer a license \( l \) to TPE\(_d\).
2. TPE\(_s\) establishes a trusted channel to TPE\(_d\) to verify that the configuration of TPE\(_d\) is conform to the security policy of \( l \) needed for a transfer to correctly take place. Note that TPE\(_d\) does not need this verification for TPE\(_s\), since the overall security architecture would not allow a platform to use a license if it does not provide the trust properties required by the licensor.
3. After a trusted channel is established to TPE\(_d\), TPE\(_s\) sends \( l \) (and the corresponding content) to TPE\(_d\) using the previously established trusted channel.
4. After an approved transfer process based on a cryptographic receipt, TPE\(_s\) updates or invalidates \( l \), while TPE\(_d\) stores the new license (and content) synchronized with TPE\(_s\). In order to handle transmission failures, TPE\(_s\) allows arbitrary retransmissions requests to TPE\(_d\) while the corresponding usage-right remains invalidated.

The procedure to loan a license is similar to the license transfer: In case the license of allows the user to generate sublicences TPE\(_s\) generates a sublicense \( l' \) of the master license \( l \) for TPE\(_d\) and invalidates the respective usage-rights in the corresponding master license \( l \) locally, i.e., disables the respective usage-rights for the loan period or decreases the respective state variables.

A secure implementation of these protocols is described in Section 3.5.

### 3. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section we describe the high-level design of our architecture. The ideal system model in Section 2.2 is decomposed into several smaller compartments. We describe how trusted channels, strong isolation, and trusted storage are realized. Finally, we consider in more detail how an application, i.e., the DRM controller, can obtain, use and transfer a stateful license based on these features.

#### 3.1 Architectural Overview

Figure 2 gives an overview of the compartments into which our ideal system model presented in Section 2.2 can be decomposed. The resulting architecture consists of the trusted computing base (TCB) including a User Manager, a Trust Manager, a Storage Manager, and a Compartment Manager. Another compartment, the DRM Controller, is the example application that uses the TCB to realize the use cases discussed above. Note since all compartments communicate with each other using trusted channels, there are no requirements on their actual physical location.

**Figure 2: Compartments of the system model.**

**User Manager**: The User Manager (UM) maps between real user names and system-internal user identifiers. Moreover, it performs user authentication and manages a secret attached to each user, e.g., to allow the Storage Manager to bind data to a user. The programming interface offered by the User Manager hides the concrete user model. Thus, it is possible to use a UNIX-like user model, or a role-based model without modifications of other system components.

**Storage Manager**: The Storage Manager (SM) provides persistent storage for the other compartments while preserving integrity, confidentiality, availability and freshness of the stored data. Moreover it enforces strong isolation by binding the stored data to the compartment configuration and/or user secrets\(^5\). The Storage Manager has access to the configuration of its clients, since it communicates with them over trusted channels. For a more detailed description of the implementation, see Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.

**Compartment Manager**: The Compartment Manager (CM) manages creation, update, and deletion of compartments. It controls which compartments are allowed to be installed and enforces the mandatory security policy. During installation of compartments, it derives its configuration to be able to offer a mapping between temporary compartment identifiers\(^11\) and persistent compartment configurations.

**Trust Manager**: The Trust Manager (TM) offers functions that can be used by application-level compartments to establishing trusted channels between remote and local compartments.

**Secure I/O**: The Secure I/O (SO) renders (e.g., displays, plays, prints, etc.) content while preventing unauthorized information flow. Thus SO incorporates all compartments.

---

\(^5\) Since SM does not provide sharing of data between compartments, it does not realize a regular file system.

\(^11\) A compartment identifier unambiguously identifies a compartment during runtime.
that are responsible for secure output of content (e.g., drivers, trusted GUI, etc.).

**DRM Controller:** The DRM controller (DC) is an application that enforces the policy according to the given license attached to digital content. DC enforces security policies locally, e.g., it uses trusted channels to decide whether a certain SO is trusted for rendering the content, i.e., whether it matches the configuration described in the license. More details of the implementation of the DRM controller can be found in Section 3.5.

With the architectural overview in mind, we explain in the following sections how this architecture is used to provide the necessary security properties, i.e., privacy, trusted channels, secure storage, and fresh storage.

### 3.2 Trusted Channels

According to the definition in Section 2.1, trusted channels allow the involved communication endpoints to determine their configuration and thus to derive their trustworthiness. Other integrity measurement architectures, however, [42, 44], report the integrity of the whole platform configuration including all currently running compartments to remote parties, and thus violating user privacy. In contrast, our architecture supports to establish trusted channels between single compartments, and not only between platforms whole platforms. This has the following advantages:

- **Privacy:** A remote party now only needs to know the configuration of the appropriate compartment including its trusted computing base, and not the configuration of the whole platform.

- **Scalability:** Remote parties do not have to derive the trustworthiness of all compartments executed on top of the platform, to determine the trustworthiness of the appropriate compartment.

- **Usability:** Since a compartment’s trustworthiness can be determined independent of other compartments running in parallel, the derived trustworthiness keeps valid even if the user installs or modifies other compartments.

Trusted channels can be established using the functions offered by the Trust Manager and the Compartment Manager, while the Compartment Manager, which is responsible for installation and manipulation of compartments, provides the mapping from compartment identifiers into configurations. Thus, trusted channels can be established assuming that the TCB including the Compartment Manager and the Trust Manager is trustworthy. In Section 4, we will explain how remote parties can determine the trustworthiness of the TCB, but now we continue describing the establishment of trusted channels on this design level.

We distinguish between trusted channels between compartments running on the same platform (local trusted channels) and trusted channels between a remote and a local compartment (remote trusted channels).

**Local Trusted Channels:** Since both the sender and the receiver are executed on top of the same TCB, an explicit verification of the TCB’s trustworthiness does not make sense in this case. Therefore, trusted channels can easily be established using secure channels offered by the underlying TCB, and the functions provided by the Compartment Manager. The sending compartment first requests the configuration of the destination compartment from the Compartment Manager. On successful validation that the destination configuration conforms to its security policy, the source compartment establishes a secure channel to the destination compartment.

**Remote Trusted Channels:** The required steps to establish a remote trusted channel from a remote compartment to the local compartment are as follows (cmp. Figure 3):

![Figure 3: A remote trusted channel depends on local and remote secure channels.](image)

If a local compartment receives a request (1) from a remote compartment, the local compartment requests the Trust Manager (2) to receive a credential including its own configuration. Then the Trust Manager generates the credential based on both the compartment configuration provided by the Compartment Manager (4) and the configuration of the platform’s TCB. The resulting credential is returned to the invoking local compartment (5) that forwards it (6) to the remote compartment. That can now verify the trustworthiness of the local compartment and, on success, using the credential to open a trusted channel.

Section 4.2 describes the realization of the TCB credential and Section 4.3 describes the proposed protocol in more detail. Moreover, it shows how to realize the credentials based on X.509 certificates.

### 3.3 Strong Isolation

In order to strongly isolate compartments from each other, isolation at runtime as well as isolation in persistent storage is required. On this design level, we assume that runtime isolation is provided by the underlying layer (see Section 4.1.2).

Isolation of the persistent states of compartments, however, is provided by the Storage Manager (SM).

The Storage Manager binds all of the compartment’s data to the corresponding compartment configuration while preserving integrity and confidentiality. In this context, **bind** means that access to bound data is only possible under the terms defined on storage, e.g., a certain compartment configuration or a user ID.
Since the Storage Manager communicates with its clients over trusted channels, it can be located at user-side, at provider-side, or realized by a trusted third party. Our security architecture uses a local Storage Manager for the following reasons: First, access to the storage is needed every time a stateful license is used. Using a remote storage requires an instant online access and limits the frequency of possible state updates. Second, maintaining a trusted channel to an external storage clearly increases overall complexity and failure probability of the system. An external storage is a single point of failure. A denial of service (DoS) attack, for instance, violates the availability requirement of all stateful licenses.

![Diagram of the Storage Manager system]

Figure 4: The Storage Manager enforces strong offline isolation.

Figure 4 depicts the involved compartments and dependencies to realize offline isolation of compartments. The Storage Manager uses the Compartment Manager to retrieve the origin compartment configuration, the User Manager to bind compartment's data to a certain user (if requested) and an untrusted storage compartment to persistently write and read plain data. Internally, Storage Manager uses cryptographic functions to preserve confidentiality and integrity of data before it is committed to untrusted storage.

3.4 Trusted Storage

The following section describes how the trusted storage provider TSP can be realized. Providing a completely tamper-resistant trusted storage compartment would clearly raise costs and limit flexibility. Hence, we look for a more efficient approach. To keep the high-level architecture independent of a concrete instantiation of the underlying hardware platform, the design decision is to provide a logical service that protects the freshness of arbitrary data. More concretely, we extended SM that already provides isolated secure storage (see Section 3.3) by a freshness property. In order to realize freshness detection, SM has exclusive access to a small tamper-resistant memory location.

3.5 DRM Controller

The DRM controller DC consists of a license interpreter and a content access arbitration. It is the core component for the secure usage and transfer of licenses (see Section 2.5) where licenses are defined by an XML license file. All available contents and licenses are internally indexed to provide all necessary information about the available contents and licenses to the user. The index itself, the contents, and the licenses are persistently stored using the Storage Manager (cf. Section 3.3) that enforces the storage security requirements of both user and provider (cf. Section 2.4).

The prerequisites for usage and transfer of licenses is a proper initialization of the platform and the DRM Controller. In the following, we assume that (i) the TCB has been loaded properly, (ii) the Trust Manager contains the appropriate credential, (iii) the DRM Controller has been measured and started by the Compartment Manager, and (iv) the components for mandatory security policy that relate to the DRM Controller are part of its configuration. On startup, the DRM Controller loads its actual content/license index from the Storage Manager over a local trusted channel.

To obtain licenses the provider establishes a remote trusted channel to the DRM Controller and, if successful, the content and the license are sent to the DRM Controller compartment over this channel. The DRM Controller updates its index. On shutdown, it stores the license and the corresponding content using the Storage Manager. Since the communication is performed over a trusted channel, the DRM Controller can verify whether the Storage Manager is trustworthy for the given license.

For using stateful licenses the user invokes the DRM Controller. An example implementation would be to use a communication client that enables requests from the legacy Linux to the DRM Controller. The DRM controller loads the corresponding license and checks if all conditions for the corresponding usage-rights are fulfilled. It then verifies the trustworthiness of an applicable output device, e.g., the secure user interface, by opening a trusted channel to it. On a successful license coverage, the DRM Controller updates the corresponding subset of state variables within the license, synchronizes its internal state with that stored by the Storage Manager, loads the corresponding content, and invokes the output device to securely render the given content.

For the transfer of stateful licenses, again the user invokes a locally running DRM Controller to transfer a certain license to a remote DRM Controller on the destination platform. The source platform uses the Trust Manager to establish a remote trusted channel to the destination platform to send the license (and the corresponding content) to it. In case this is successful the source platform updates resp. invalidates its index and synchronizes its internal state with the Storage Manager. The destination platform stores the new license (and content) using its own Storage Manager.

The security of the realization discussed above depends on certain assumptions, i.e., a secure channel between compartments, compartment isolation during runtime, and the avail-
ability of credentials. The following section describes how our architecture provides them.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we describe details of our implementation. We first give an overview to describe the operational basis providing the security properties demanded in Section 2.4. Further, we briefly explain each the layers our implementation, the initialization process as well as the implementation of the core components, namely the Storage Manager and the DRM Controller.

4.1 Implementation Overview
Our implementation primarily relies on a small security kernel, virtualization technology, and Trusted Computing technology. The security kernel, located as a control instance between the hardware and the application layer, implements elementary security properties like trusted channels and isolation between processes. Virtualization technology enables reutilization of legacy operating systems and present applications whereas Trusted Computing technology serves as a root of trust.

Our abstract definitions from Section 2.1 can be mapped to real world implementation. Thus a compartment maps to an application process, while a compartment configuration maps to a software binary including the initial state of all variables and the instruction set.

The more detailed architecture of our realization is depicted in Figure 5. The bottom layer is conventional hardware with additional Trusted Computing (TC) support. Above the hardware layer resides our security kernel consisting of a virtualization layer and a trusted software layer providing sharing of hardware resources and realizing elementary security and management services that are independent and protected from a legacy OS. On top of the security kernel, a para-virtualized legacy operating system (currently Linux) including legacy applications, the DRM controller, and the Secure I/O are executed in strongly isolated compartments running in parallel as user processes.

4.1.1 Hardware Layer
The hardware layer consists of commercial off-the-shelf PC hardware with additional Trusted Computing technology as defined by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [52] in form of a security chip known as Trusted Platform Module (TPM). The TPM is considered to be a tamper-evident hardware device similar to a smart-card and is assumed to be bound securely to a computing platform. It is primarily used as a root of trust for platform’s integrity measurement and reporting. During system startup, a chain of trust is established by cryptographically hashing each boot stage before execution. The measurement results are stored protected in Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs). Based on this PCR configuration, two basic functions can be provided: Remote Attestation allows a TCG enabled platform to attest the current measurement and Sealing resp. Binding to, and to provide, remotely bind data to a certain platform configuration. Our implementation uses such a TCG Trusted Platform Module in the present version 1.2 [33] since previous TPM versions cannot be used to provide fresh storage as we will elaborate on in Section 4.4.

4.1.2 Virtualization Layer
The main task of the virtualization layer is to provide an abstraction of the underlying hardware, e.g., CPU, interrupts, devices, and to offer an appropriate management interface. Moreover, this layer enforces an access control policy based on this resources. The current implementation is based on microkernels of the L4-family [15, 19]. It implements hardware abstractions such as threads and logical address spaces as well as an inter-process communication (IPC). Device drivers and other essential operating system services, such as process management and memory management, run in isolated user-mode processes. In our implementation, we kept the interfaces between the layers generic to support also other virtualization technologies. Thus, the interface offered by the virtualization layer is similar to those offered by virtual machine monitors resp. hypervisors like sHype and Xen [32, 33, 10]. However, we actually decided to employ a L4-microkernel that easily allows isolation between single processes without creating a new full OS instance in each case such as when using Xen.

4.1.3 Trusted Software Layer
The trusted software layer, based on the PERSEUS security architecture [32, 39, 41], uses the functionality offered by the virtualization layer to provide security functionalities on a more abstract level. It provides elementary security properties like trusted channels and strong compartment isolation as well as several elementary management compartments (e.g., I/O access control policy) that realize security critical services independent and protected from compartments of the application layer. The main services of the trusted software layer to enable stateful licenses and license transfers are, as described in Section 3.1, the Trust Manager (cf. Section 4.3), the User Manager, Compartment Manager, and particularly the Storage Manager (cf. Section 4.4).

4.1.4 Application Layer
On top of the security kernel, several instances of the legacy operating system as well as security-critical applications - in our case the DRM controller and Secure I/O - are executed in strongly isolated compartments such that unauthorized

---

Figure 5: The PERSEUS security architecture.

In the following, we briefly describe each implemented layer in more detail.
communication between applications or unauthorized I/O access is prevented. The proposed architecture offers an efficient migration of existing legacy operating systems. We are currently running a para-virtualized Linux [14]. The legacy operating system provides all operating system services that are not security-critical and offers users a commodity environment and a large set of existing applications. If a mandatory security policy requires isolation between applications of the legacy OS, they can be executed by parallel instances of the legacy operating system.

4.2 Secure Initialization

The security of the whole architecture relies on a secure bootstrapping of the trusted computing base. A TPM-enabled BIOS, the Core Root of Trust for Measurement, measures the integrity of the Master Boot Record (MBR), before passing control to it. A secure chain of measurements is then established: Before program code is executed it is measured by a previously measured and executed component. For this purpose, we have modified the GRUB bootloader to measure the integrity of the core compartments, i.e., the virtualization layer, all compartments interacting directly with the TPM – Compartment Manager, Trust Manager and Storage Manager – as well as the TPM device driver. The measurement results are securely stored in the PCR’s of the TPM. All other compartments (including the legacy OS) are subsequently being loaded, verified, and executed by the Compartment Manager according to the effectual platform security policy.

Upon completion of the secure initialization, an authorized compartment (such as the Trust Manager) can instruct the TPM to generate a credential for the Trusted Computing Base. This credential consists of all PCR values reflecting the configuration of the TCB and a key pair which is bound to these PCR values. Together with an I/O access policy management service that is of course also part of the TCB, the private key can only be used by compartments that are both part of the TCB and are authorized to access the TPM.

4.3 Trust Manager

Our implementation of the Trust Manager is based on the open-source TCG Software Stack T soures [51]. In order to provide remote trusted channels, the Trust Manager creates on request of a local compartment a private binding key whose usage is bound to the requesting compartment’s configuration and the configuration of the platform’s TCB (including the Trust Manager itself). The appropriate certificate of the public binding key has to be extended such that remote parties can verify both configurations. To access content that is remotely decrypted with the public binding key, the Trust Manager checks whether the configuration of the compartment that want to use the corresponding private binding key matches the configuration of the compartment that has initiated the creation of that binding key. Note that, by extending this ‘match’ function, one can easily provide property-based attestation/ sealing [40, 34, 13] on top of the Trust Manager.

According to Figure 6, in the following, we give a detailed description of the protocol for establishing a remote trusted channel. The protocol can be decomposed into three major steps, namely certificate generation, encryption of a session key, and decryption of the session key.

Certificate Generation: The request of the remote compartment RC for a trusted channel to the local compartment LC reaches TM via LC. After the mapping of LC’s compartment identifier to his actual compartment configuration comp-conflc using CM, TM invokes the TPM to create a symmetric binding key bound to the actual TCB configuration. The TPM then returns the public binding key PKbind and the encrypted secret part SKbind using TPM’s storage root key (SRK). Then TM invokes the TPM to sign over the actual TCB configuration, the binding key, and the configuration of LC using an attestation identity key (AIK). Finally, TM embeds the received TPM certificate within an X.509 certificate for use in the TLS handshake, which will be sent together with PKbind to RC.

| TCB configuration TCB-conf | Public binding key PKbind |
| Local compartment configuration comp-conflc | |
| TPM Signature = signAIK ( TCB-conf, PKbind, comp-conflc ) |

Table 1: Structure of the TPM certificate certbind.

Encryption of Session Key: RC verifies the certificate signature and validates the two embedded configurations TCB-conf and comp-conflc by comparing them with reference values known to be trustworthy. On success, RC encrypts a symmetric session key to esk using PKbind and acknowledges the TLS handshake with esk, that can be unbound by LC only if it provides the stated compartment and TCB configuration.

Decryption of Session Key: Upon receipt of the encrypted session key esk, LC requests TM to unbind the session key. Therefore, TM again maps LC’s compartment identifier to his actual compartment configuration comp-conflc using CM, to validate the compartment configuration stated in the certificate with the one requesting the unbind process. On success, TM invokes the TPM to unbind the session key using the encrypted private part of the binding key SKbind. The TPM first compares the actual PCR values with ones SKbind is bound to, before returning the decrypted session key to TM. TM finally, passes the decrypted session key back to LC which uses it for the completion of the TLS handshake to establish a (one-way) SSL-basted trusted channel from compartment RC to LC.

Performance Measurements: We have implemented the described protocol and run it on TPMs of different vendors. The measurement results with maximum asymmetric key lengths (2048 bits) are shown below. Note that the TPM

15The actual TCB configuration TCB-conf was measured during secure initialization (cf. Section 4.2).

16The attestation identity key (AIK) is a non-migratable key that has been attested by a privacy-CA to come from a TCG conform platform. An AIK (in contrast to the general signature key) can be used only to sign other TPM keys or PCR values.

**Note:** The above text is a fragment of a document discussing secure initialization and management of trusted computing environments, focusing on the architecture and protocol details for establishing remote trusted channels. The text includes technical details such as measurements and protocols, aiming to provide a comprehensive understanding of the process for secure communication and trust establishment. The references to specific components, such as GRUB and TPM, highlight the integration of different technologies to achieve secure bootstrapping and trusted execution environments. The table and formulae are meant to encapsulate the structure of the TPM certificate and the protocol steps for encryption and decryption of session keys. The performance measurements section indicates the practical implementation and testing of the protocol on various TPM models, showcasing the feasibility of the proposed architecture in real-world scenarios.
calculations dominate the overall computation and network transfer times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Atmel 1.1b</th>
<th>NSC 1.1b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Certificate generation</td>
<td>30 - 80 s</td>
<td>52 - 55 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session key encryption (w/o TPM)</td>
<td>&lt; 1 s</td>
<td>&lt; 1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session key decryption</td>
<td>2 - 3 s</td>
<td>23 - 24 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Trust Manager performance measurement results.

4.4 Storage Manager

The following section describes the implementation of the Storage Manager SM, that enables other compartments to persistently bound their local states to their actual configuration while preserving integrity, confidentiality and freshness. We first give a short overview and then describe the realization of secure storage that will be extended by an additional freshness layer to provide also trusted storage. At the end of this section, we briefly describe the protocols to init SM as well as for storing to and loading from trusted storage using SM.

Overview: The Storage Manager is invoked by a compartment to store a data object persistently preserving confidentiality and integrity - optional with additional restrictions (e.g., freshness, certain user id). SM invokes the Compartment Manager to retrieve the actual configuration of the respective compartment to bind the data object to that origin compartment configuration \( cmp-conf \). As shown in Figure 7, SM creates/updates a metadata entry for the corresponding data object \( data \) with the data object identifier \( dataID \), its freshness detection information \( f \), i.e., the actual cryptographic hash value, and all relevant access restrictions.
rest within its index indexSM. SM extends the data object with an integrity verification information, synchronizes its monotonic counter cntSM, encrypts the data object and the updated index and writes it on untrusted persistent storage using keySM. Since indexSM is the base of security for SM, indexSM is sealed to SM's configuration via the sealed keySM. Thus only the same trusted Storage Manager configuration is able to unseal and use the key again. On a load request, SM again uses the Compartment Manager to compare the invoking compartment configuration with the one that stored the respective data object. On a successful verification, SM reads and decrypts the data object from the untrusted persistent storage and verifies its integrity. Before the data object is committed to the requesting compartment, SM also verifies possibly existing additional restrictions such as freshness or a certain user id.

**Trusted Storage:** In order to provide trusted storage, we enhance SM by an additional layer for managing freshness of data objects. Figure 9 depicts SM’s extension where the (currently abstract) function $f := \text{memorize}[data]$ updates the internal data structure FRESH with the freshness value $f$. Afterwards, data will be stored persistently ensuring confidentiality and integrity using secure storage. On load from secure storage, the function verify[$data, f$] additional verifies that the received data object data is the last one being stored.

![Figure 7: SM’s metadata index.](image)

![Figure 8: Compartment view of SM’s secure storage implementation.](image)

**Secure Storage:** Figure 8 depicts our secure storage implementation. Thus, our secure storage compartment basically offers two trusted channels namely load[] and store[] while itself uses two untrusted channels namely read[] and write[] from an untrusted storage compartment to persistently write respectively read data while providing at least availability. If SM receives a data object data via store[data, rest], SM internally creates or updates object’s metadata and calculates its hash value $i$ to verify integrity. Then data together with $i$ is encrypted with the internal cryptographic secret keySM using the function $e := \text{encrypt}[/data[i]]$ (to provide confidentiality). The encrypted data $e$ will afterwards be written on untrusted storage using dataID := write[e] that returns the object identifier dataID. Conversely, if $e$ is read from the untrusted storage via $e := \text{read}[dataID]$ it will be decrypted to data and $i$ via decrypt[e] using the internal cryptographic secret keySM. Before returning data to load[], SM verifies the integrity of data and further access restrictions (e.g., a certain user id) based on the corresponding metadata in SM’s index using the function verify[$data, i$].

To provide such freshness detection, SM uses an additional metadata field (cf. Figure 7) to store the cryptographic hash value Hash(data) that defines the last stored version of data. On load, SM calculates Hash(data) again and checks if it matches the hash value on last store. In order to ensure freshness of these metadata, the index of SM itself has to be stored fresh.

We therefore analyzed to what extend TPMs of version 1.1b and 1.2 can be used to realize a fresh index for SM.

- **D1-Register:** TPMs version 1.1b provide a Data Integrity Register (DIR) that can persistently store a 160 bit value [21, 23]. Unfortunately, access to this register is only authorized by the TPM-Owner secret implying that the TPM-Owner can always perform replay attacks. The only solution would be to distribute platforms with an activated TPM and an owner authorization secret that is unknown to the user. This solution does not conform to the TCG specification that demands that TCG-enabled platforms have to be shipped with no owner installed (see [51], page 139).

- **SRK Recreation:** An alternative way to prevent replay attacks based on TPMS version 1.1b would be to create

More details on storage metadata at the end of this section.
a new Storage Root Key (SRK) before the system is shut down. Recreation of the SRK would prevent that previously created TPM encryption keys can be used any more. Unfortunately, a SRK can only be renewed by the TakeOwnership function which itself requires a previously OwnClear that itself disables the TPM. Therefore, an online-recreation of the SRK seems to be impossible.

- **NV-RAM**: TPMs version 1.2 provide a limited amount of non-volatile (NV-) RAM to which access is restricted to authorized entities. So-called NV-Attributes define which entities are authorized to write to and/or read from the NV-RAM. Thus, data integrity can be preserved by storing a hash value of the data into the NV-RAM and ensuring that only the Storage Manager can access the authorization secret.

- **Secure Counter**: A TPM version 1.2 supports at least four monotonic counters. Based on this functionality, the freshness of data can be detected by securely concatenating it with the actual counter value.

A result of our previous analysis we showed that TPMs version 1.1b cannot be used to provide fresh storage as required to enforce stateful licenses and/or to transfer licenses. Therefore we decided to realize trusted storage based on the monotonic counter functionality of TPMs version 1.2.

A monotonic hardware counter allows us to securely maintain versioning of an arbitrary data component, by keeping a software counter synchronized with one (of four guaranteed) hardware counters of the TPM. As depicted in Figure 7, SM manages an internal software counter that, every time SM updates its index, is incremented synchronously with the monotonic hardware counter. If both mismatch at any time, a outdated data is detected, that will be handled according to the actual security policy.

However, in order to employ TPM’s monotonic counters, SM has to be initialized correctly. Figure 10 depicts the steps needed for the first initialization of SM on a new platform together with the initialization necessary for instance after rebooting the platform. On the initial setup SM uses the TPM to create its internal cryptographic key keySM that then will be sealed to the actual platform configuration. To enable freshness detection and thus trusted storage, SM creates a monotonic counter cntid with a authentication auth, e.g., a secret password. The initial setup finishes with the creation of SM’s internal metadata index indexSM and the saving of the sealed key blob and the encrypted index on untrusted storage.

After a platform reboot, SM reads the key blob from the untrusted storage and asks the TPM to unseal its internal key. The TPM is able to unseal keySM if the platform has the same configuration as it was at the sealing process, thus preventing a modified SM to access keySM. Then SM uses keySM to decrypt its metadata index read from the untrusted storage. Finally, SM verifies freshness of indexSM by comparing the decrypted counter of indexSM with the actual counter value of the corresponding TPM counter cntid.

---

**Figure 10**: Protocol view of SM’s initialization.

Figure 11 depicts the protocol steps required to bind a compartment’s data object persistently to its actual configuration. After the mapping of compartment identifier to the actual compartment configuration using CM, SM updates indexSM with the corresponding metadata as well as the incremented software counter to enable freshness detection for indexSM. Afterwards, SM writes both, the data objects and the updated index, encrypted on the untrusted storage using keySM. Finally, SM synchronizes its software counter with the TPM’s monotonic hardware counter and returns the data object identifier.

---

**Figure 11**: Protocol view of SM’s store implementation.

We complete the scenario with Figure 12 that depicts the protocol steps required to load a compartment’s data object again. After the mapping of requesting compartment identifier to the actual compartment configuration using CM,
SM reads the requested data object from untrusted storage and decrypts it using keySM. Before returning data to the corresponding compartment, SM verifies all access restrictions (e.g., freshness, or a certain user id) given on store via rest based on the corresponding metadata in indexSM and verifies that the requesting compartment has the same configuration as it was on store.

Figure 12: Protocol view of SM’s load implementation.

4.5 Secure I/O
The Secure I/O compartment receives protected content in plain for rendering. Thus the SO is a security critical compartment that has to be trusted by user and provider. Therefore SO is executed in parallel, isolated from the actual legacy OS and has to be verified by the DRM controller for trustworthiness. In order to provide a flexible efficient implementation, we used a para-virtualized Linux operating system that reduced the essential functionality to render the decrypted content$^{27}$ from DC. Moreover, our whole system architecture enforces that SO is allowed to communicate only with devices essential for the rendering process and in turn receives communication only from DC so that decrypted content cannot leak into untrusted compartments.

5. SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS
In this section we first show why our implementation realizes the security properties (R1) – (R3) demanded in Section 2.4. We then shortly analyze how we can fulfill the overall security objectives (O1) – (O6) demanded in Section 2.3.

5.1 Trusted Channels
The inter-process communication (IPC) provided by the virtualization layer enables secure channels between local compartments that enforce confidentiality and integrity protection. To provide secure channels also between local and remote compartments, we suggest the application of common established mechanisms for communication security such as SSH [58] and TLS [9]. In order to extend secure channels to trusted channels that enable a party to verify a compartment’s configuration, we have implemented the Trust Manager (TM) and the Compartment Manager (CM). Both together allow local and remote compartments to determine the configuration of their communication contacts and thus to derive their trustworthiness. Moreover, our architecture enforces that information bound to the determined configuration cannot be accessed by an unauthorized (and potentially untrusted) configuration based on the TCG mechanisms sealing and binding. The secure initialization process (cf. Section 4.2) however enforces the trustworthiness of TM, CM and the underlying TCB.

5.2 Strong Isolation
In order to strongly isolate compartments from each other, isolation at runtime as well as isolation in persistent storage is required. Runtime isolation is provided by the small virtualization layer that implements only logical address spaces, inter-process communication (IPC) and an appropriate interface to enforce an access control management for the underlying hardware. Device drivers and other essential operating system services, such as process management and memory management, run in isolated user-mode processes. Thus, the amount of code running in privileged ("ring 0") processor mode, is clearly minimized and can, in contrast to monolithic operating system kernels such as Linux or MS Windows, properly be verified for its correctness. Moreover, a failure in one of these services cannot directly affect the other services, especially the code running in privileged mode. Thus, malicious device drivers cannot compromise core operating system services as they are all executed in user-mode. Isolation in persistent storage is provided by our Storage Manager (SM) implementation and the usage of trusted channels. Since conventional computer architectures cannot provide a trusted channel to the persistent storage device, an adversary can always arbitrarily change the state of the storage or access the communication to and from the corresponding controller. We prevent such offline manipulations and replay attacks while establishing a trusted channel to SM during the secure initialization (cf. Section 4.2) process that enables the platform to verify the trustworthiness of SM.

5.3 Trusted Storage
Our architecture provides secure storage, i.e., storage providing integrity and confidentiality, using established cryptographic mechanisms. However, we improved common approaches while taking advantage of the strong isolation capability of our architecture that prevents the exposure of cryptographic secrets to unauthorized or malicious processes. We also extended the secure storage by a hardware-based freshness detection mechanism that detects outdated persistently stored information, i.e., information that indeed could be decrypted and verified for integrity but that was not the information written at last. Having a freshness detection mechanism for persistent storage, our architecture is able to manage for instance stateful licenses while preventing the corresponding replay attacks. In order to provide Trusted Storage, i.e., storage that enables other compartments to persistently bound their local states to their actual configuration while preserving integrity, confidentiality and freshness, we employ the Storage Manager (SM) together with the Compartment Manager (CM). As SM inherently enforces integrity, confidentiality and freshness, CM provides trustworthy measurement of compartments configuration used by SM to return information requested on load only to compartments with the same configuration as provided on the preceding storage request. The secure initialization (cf. Section 4.2) however, again enforces the trustworthiness of SM.
CM and the underlying TCB.

5.4 Security Objectives

In the following we shortly analyze how we fulfill the overall security objectives (O1) - (O6) of users and providers demanded in Section 2.3 using the implemented security properties (R1) - (R3).

(O1) License integrity: Trusted channels ensure that only mutually trusted compartments can modify a license, whereas strong isolation and trusted storage prevents unauthorized alteration of licenses at runtime and while persistently stored.

(O2) Licenses unforgeability: Trusted channels enable a party to verify a compartment’s configuration for correct sublicensing and license transfers.

(O3) License enforcement: Trusted channels enable a party to verify a compartment’s configuration for correct license enforcement whereas strong isolation prevents malicious impacts on the license enforcing compartment.

(O4) License availability: Using trusted storage ensures availability of licenses.

(O5) Privacy: User’s privacy is realized by ensuring that the security policy defined by the platform owner restricts the I/O behavior of every application. Thus, even if third party applications, like the DRM controller, can locally enforce their own security policy, they cannot bypass the platform’s security policy while accessing non authorized information or devices. At the same time we ensure that the platform owner cannot directly access the state of applications to bypass security policies locally enforced by the applications. Moreover, our architecture is able to attest (resp. seal to) single compartments such that content providers only know the configuration of the TCB and their DRM controller. The controller itself can check if all other required services such as user management, local policy enforcement, or storage are according to the content provider’s security policy. While not delivering the user’s overall platform configuration to the content provider, our approach reveals only information essential to attest the DRM controller and thus ensuring the security property of least privilege. The user in turn can locally attest25 the DRM controller and enforce that it cannot reveal any additional information not essential for license enforcement. A possible extension would be to add the concept of property-based attestation [40] to the Trust Manager and the Compartment Manager to hide both the (binary) configuration of the TCB and the DRM controller.

(O6) Freshness: Using trusted storage ensures freshness of arbitrary information, i.e., trusted storage ensures retrieved information is the last one stored.

25The user can attest third party applications for instance by comparing the attestation results with known good values provided by an institution trusted by the user that has sufficient expertise and possibly further resources.

6. SUMMARY

In this paper, we introduced the design, the realization and implementation of an open security architecture that is capable to enforce stateful licenses on open platforms. Particularly, it allows the transfer of stateful licenses, while preventing replay attacks. Further, the security architecture provides security properties such as strong isolation that are used to enforce the user’s policy, e.g., protecting against spyware. We have shown how to implement this security architecture by means of virtualization technology, an (open source) security kernel, trusted computing functionality, and a legacy operating system (currently Linux).
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